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CONTEXT?O=Q8O8F4 - ANIYA ROMAN
COMPARATIVE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
Springer Science & Business Media The cerebral cortex, especially that part
customarily designated "neocortex," is one of the hallmarks of mammalian
evolution and reaches its greatest size, relatively speaking, and its widest
structural diversity in the human brain. The evolution of this structure, as
remarkable for the huge numbers of neurons that it contains as for the
range of behaviors that it controls, has been of abiding interest to many
generations of neuroscientists. Yet few theories of cortical evo lution have
been proposed and none has stood the test of time. In particular, no theory
has been successful in bridging the evolutionary gap that appears to exist
between the pallium of nonmammalian vertebrates and the neocortex of
mam mals. Undoubtedly this stems in large part from the rapid divergence
of non mammalian and mammalian forms and the lack of contemporary
species whose telencephalic wall can be seen as having transitional
characteristics. The mono treme cortex, for example, is unquestionably
mammalian in organization and that of no living reptile comes close to
resembling it. Yet anatomists such as Ramon y Cajal, on examining the
ﬁner details of cortical structure, were struck by the similarities in
neuronal form, particularly of the pyramidal cells, and their predisposition
to laminar alignment shared by representatives of all vertebrate classes.
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"neocortex," is one of the hallmarks of mammalian evolution and reaches
its greatest size, relatively speaking, and its widest structural diversity in
the human brain. The evolution of this structure, as remarkable for the
huge numbers of neurons that it contains as for the range of behaviors
that it controls, has been of abiding interest to many generations of
neuroscientists. Yet few theories of cortical evo lution have been proposed
and none has stood the test of time. In particular, no theory has been
successful in bridging the evolutionary gap that appears to exist between
the pallium of nonmammalian vertebrates and the neocortex of mam mals.
Undoubtedly this stems in large part from the rapid divergence of non
mammalian and mammalian forms and the lack of contemporary species
whose telencephalic wall can be seen as having transitional characteristics.
The mono treme cortex, for example, is unquestionably mammalian in
organization and that of no living reptile comes close to resembling it. Yet
anatomists such as Ramon y Cajal, on examining the ﬁner details of cortical
structure, were struck by the similarities in neuronal form, particularly of
the pyramidal cells, and their predisposition to laminar alignment shared
by representatives of all vertebrate classes.

COMPARATIVE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX,
PART I
Springer Science & Business Media The cerebral cortex, especially that part
customarily designated "neocortex," is one of the hallmarks of mammalian
evolution and reaches its greatest size, relatively speaking, and its widest
structural diversity in the human brain. The evolution of this structure, as
remarkable for the huge numbers of neurons that it contains as for the
range of behaviors that it controls, has been of abiding interest to many
generations of neuroscientists. Yet few theories of cortical evo lution have
been proposed and none has stood the test of time. In particular, no theory
has been successful in bridging the evolutionary gap that appears to exist
between the pallium of nonmammalian vertebrates and the neocortex of
mam mals. Undoubtedly this stems in large part from the rapid divergence
of non mammalian and mammalian forms and the lack of contemporary
species whose telencephalic wall can be seen as having transitional
characteristics. The mono treme cortex, for example, is unquestionably
mammalian in organization and that of no living reptile comes close to
resembling it. Yet anatomists such as Ramon y Cajal, on examining the
ﬁner details of cortical structure, were struck by the similarities in
neuronal form, particularly of the pyramidal cells, and their predisposition
to laminar alignment shared by representatives of all vertebrate classes.

COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE NEUROANATOMY
EVOLUTION AND ADAPTATION
John Wiley & Sons Comparative Vertebrate Neuroanatomy Evolution and
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Adaptation Second Edition Ann B. Butler and William Hodos The Second
Edition of this landmark text presents a broad survey ofcomparative
vertebrate neuroanatomy at the introductory level,representing a unique
contribution to the ﬁeld of evolutionaryneurobiology. It has been
extensively revised and updated, withsubstantially improved ﬁgures and
diagrams that are usedgenerously throughout the text. Through analysis of
the variationin brain structure and function between major groups
ofvertebrates, readers can gain insight into the evolutionary historyof the
nervous system. The text is divided into threesections: * Introduction to
evolution and variation, including a survey ofcell structure, embryological
development, and anatomicalorganization of the central nervous system;
phylogeny and diversityof brain structures; and an overview of various
theories of brainevolution * Systematic, comprehensive survey of
comparative neuroanatomyacross all major groups of vertebrates *
Overview of vertebrate brain evolution, which integrates thecomplete text,
highlights diversity and common themes, broadensperspective by a
comparison with brain structure and evolution oﬁnvertebrate brains, and
considers recent data and theories of theevolutionary origin of the brain in
the earliest vertebrates,including a recently proposed model of the origin
of the brain inthe earliest vertebrates that has received strong support
fromnewly discovered fossil evidence Ample material drawn from the latest
research has been integratedinto the text and highlighted in special
feature boxes, includingrecent views on homology, cranial nerve
organization and evolution,the relatively large and elaborate brains of
birds in correlationwith their complex cognitive abilities, and the current
debate onforebrain evolution across reptiles, birds, and mammals.
Comparative Vertebrate Neuroanatomy is geared to upperlevelundergraduate and graduate students in neuroanatomy, but
anyoneinterested in the anatomy of the nervous system and how
itcorresponds to the way that animals function in the world will ﬁndthis
text fascinating.

CEREBRAL CORTEX
NEURODEGENERATIVE AND AGE-RELATED CHANGES IN STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
Springer Science & Business Media This volume of Cerebral Cortex is dedicated
to Sir John Eccles, who was an active member of the advisory board for the
series until his death in May 1997. His input as to what topics should be
covered in future volumes of this series will be sorely missed. The present
volume is concerned with neurodegenerative disorders and age related
changes in the structure and function of the cerebral cortex, a topic that
has attracted increasing interest as longevity and the number of aged
individuals in the population increase. Although much of the research on
the neurodegenerative eﬀects of aging has been centered on Alzheimer's
disease, most of the aging popu lation will not be aﬄicted by this disease.
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They will, however, be aﬀected by the consequences of normal aging, so
the ﬁrst few chapters of this volume are con cerned with that topic.
Chapter 1, by Marilyn S. Albert and Mark B. Moss, gives an account of the
cognitive changes that accompany normal human aging. Chapter 2, by
Mark B.

CEREBRAL CORTEX
COMPARATIVE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX,
PART II
Springer Science & Business Media The cerebral cortex, especially that part
customarily designated "neocortex," is one of the hallmarks of mammalian
evolution and reaches its greatest size, relatively speaking, and its widest
structural diversity in the human brain. The evolution of this structure, as
remarkable for the huge numbers of neurons that it contains as for the
range of behaviors that it controls, has been of abiding interest to many
generations of neuroscientists. Yet few theories of cortical evo lution have
been proposed and none has stood the test of time. In particular, no theory
has been successful in bridging the evolutionary gap that appears to exist
between the pallium of non mammalian vertebrates and the neocortex of
mam mals. Undoubtedly this stems in large part from the rapid divergence
of non mammalian and mammalian forms and the lack of contemporary
species whose telencephalic wall can be seen as having transitional
characteristics. The mono treme cortex, for example, is unquestionably
mammalian in organization and that of no living reptile comes close to
resembling it. Yet anatomists such as Ramon y Cajal, on examining the
ﬁner details of cortical structure, were struck by the similarities in
neuronal form, particularly of the pyramidal cells, and their predisposition
to laminar alignment shared by representatives of all vertebrate classes.

CEREBRAL CORTEX
MODELS OF CORTICAL CIRCUITS
Springer Science & Business Media This volume is devoted to mathematical
models of the cortex. Computational models of individual neurons and
ensembles of neurons are increasingly used in research on cortical
organization and function. This is, in part, because of the now ubiquitous
presence of powerful and aﬀordable computers. The volume begins with a
short history of models of cortical neurons and circuitry that introduces the
principal modeling styles. An attempt has been made throughout the
volume to make it accessible to readers with minimal mathematical
backgrounds.

CEREBRAL CORTEX
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VOLUME 12: EXTRASTRIATE CORTEX IN PRIMATES
Springer Science & Business Media Over the last twenty-ﬁve years, there has
been an extensive eﬀort, still growing for that matter, to explore and
understand the organization of extrastriate cor tex in primates. We now
recognize that most of caudal neocortex is visual in some sense and that
this large visual region includes many distinct areas. Some of these areas
have been well deﬁned, and connections, neural properties, and the
functional consequences of deactivations have been studied. More
recently, non invasive imaging of cortical activity patterns during visual
tasks has led to an expanding stream of papers on extrastriate visual
cortex of humans, and results have been related to theories of visual
cortex organization that have emerged from research on monkeys. Against
this backdrop, the time seems ripe for a review of progress and a glance at
the future. One caveat important to emphasize at the very onset is that the
reader may be puzzled or confused by the use of diﬀerent terminologies.
Individual investi gators commonly tend to favor diﬀerent terminologies,
but in general some prove more advantageous than others. As discussed
by Rowe and Stone (1977) as well as by others, there is an unfortunate
tendency for role-indicating names to lead to ﬁxed ideas about function, in
contrast to those that are more neutral and adaptable to new ﬁndings.

ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE VERTEBRATE TELENCEPHALON, WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MAMMALIAN NEOCORTEX
Springer Science & Business Media How could a structure as complex as the
vertebrate brain develop from the simplest multicellular animals? Natural
selection oﬀers an impeccable mechanism for the gradual transformation
of species, but even Darwin sometimes expressed doubts about the origin
of highly complex structures. Following an approach that has been termed
"developmental evolutionary genetics," this book seeks to establish a
correspondence between embryological processes and the phylogenetic
history of an organism.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING & COMPUTING IN BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
5TH ESMTB CONFERENCE 2002
Società Editrice Esculapio

THE BARREL CORTEX OF RODENTS
VOLUME 11: THE BARREL CORTEX OF RODENTS
Springer Science & Business Media Volume 11 examines the many
methodologies that researchers use to investigate the barrel cortex.
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THE HUMAN FRONTAL LOBES, SECOND EDITION
FUNCTIONS AND DISORDERS
Guilford Publications Now in a revised and expanded second edition, this
authoritative work synthesizes the rapidly growing knowledge base on the
human frontal lobes and their central role in behavior, cognition, health,
and disease. Leading contributors address neuroanatomy, neurochemistry,
and normal neuropsychological functioning, and describe the nature and
consequences of frontal lobe dysfunction in speciﬁc neurological and
psychiatric conditions. Second edition features include a new section on
structural and functional neuroimaging and substantially expanded
coverage of frontotemporal dementia and related disorders. Other new
topics include self-consciousness, competence, and personality; new
testing approaches; bipolar disorder; and adult-onset genetic disorders of
the frontal lobes. The book is illustrated with nearly 100 ﬁgures.

THE BARREL CORTEX OF RODENTS
Springer Science & Business Media The barrel area is a unique specialization of
the cerebral cortex, shared by many species of rodents and some
marsupials, in which the somatotopic map of the body surface receives
direct morphological expression. Here, the homogeneous sheet of layer IV
granule cells seen in most mammals is fractured into large archipelagos,
each representing one of the larger subdivisions of the contra lateral halfbody. Within these larger domains are smaller aggregates of granule cells
that contain the concentrated terminations of thalamocortical ﬁbers bear
ing messages emanating from constellations of receptors located in ﬁner
subdi visions of a body part. These smaller aggregates are particularly
well-deﬁned in the representation of the face, where they form a one-toone representation of the sinus hairs or vibrissae and where they have
been given the name barrels. The ﬁrst inklings of the unique structure of
the parietal cortex of rodents came in the study of Droogleever-Fortuyn
(1914), who remarked on the pres ence in it of clouds of granule cells 0.
5-1 mm in diameter, which he thought were in some way associated with
concentrations of nerve ﬁbers. Little attention, however, was paid to his
observations. Lorente de N 6 (1922) later observed dense focal
concentrations of aﬀerent ﬁber ramiﬁcations in Golgi preparations of the
mouse cortex, calling them glomeruli, and these can now be seen as the
structures that form the hearts of the barrels and around which the
granule cells concentrate.

EVOLUTIONARY ANATOMY OF THE PRIMATE CEREBRAL CORTEX
Cambridge University Press Studies of brain evolution have moved rapidly in
recent years, building on the pioneering research of Harry J. Jerison. This
book provides reviews of primate (including human) brain evolution. The
book is divided into two sections, the ﬁrst gives new perspectives on the
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developmental, physiological, dietary and behavioural correlates of brain
enlargement. It has long been recognized, however, that brains do not
merely enlarge globally as they evolve, but that their cortical and internal
organization also changes in a process known as reorganization. Speciesspeciﬁc adaptations therefore have neurological substrates that depend on
more than just overall brain size. The second section explores these
neurological underpinnings for the senses, adaptations and cognitive
abilities that are important for primates. With a prologue by Stephen J.
Gould and an epilogue by Harry J. Jerison, this is an important reference
work for all those working on brain evolution in primates.

ACETYLCHOLINE IN THE CEREBRAL CORTEX
Elsevier Comprehensive exposé, by leading neuroscientists, of current
knowledge on the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the cerebral cortex. All
aspects of the subject are covered, from its most elementary, at the
molecular and cellular levels, to its systemic and holistic implications,
including its role in cognition and involvement in human diseases and
therapeutics. The twenty-two chapters are grouped under four main
headings : I. Functional Morphology of the Acetylcholine Innervation in
Cerebral Cortex (Including Hippocampus); II. Modes of Action of
Acetylcholine in the Cerebral Cortex; III. Cortical Properties and Functions
Modulated by Acetylcholine, and IV. Clinical, Pathological and Therapeutic
Implications. This broad perspective updates the reader on recent
advances and future trends in the study of a major neuromodulatory
system in brain.

INFORMATION PROCESSING IN THE CORTEX
EXPERIMENTS AND THEORY
Springer Science & Business Media There is a tradition of theoretical brain
science which started in the forties (Wiener, McCulloch, Turing, Craik,
Hebb). This was continued by a small number of people without
interruption up to the present. It has deﬁnitely provided main guiding lines
for brain science, the devel opment of which has been spectacular in the
last decades. However, within the bulk of experimental neuroscience, the
theoreticians some times had a diﬃcult stand, since it was felt that the
times were not ripe yet and the methods not yet available for a
development of a true theoretical speciality in this ﬁeld. Thus theory
remained in the hands of a fairly small club which recruited its members
from theoretical physicists, mathematicians and some experimentalists
with amateurish theoretical leanings. The boom of approaches which go by
the name of 'computational neuroscience', 'neuronal networks',
'associative mem ory', 'spinglass theory', 'parallel processing' etc. should
not blind one for the fact that the group of people professionally interested
in real istic models of brain function up to the present date remains rather
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small and suﬀers from a lack of professional organization. It was against
this background that we decided to organize a meet ing on Theoretical
Brain Science. The meeting was held April 18 - 20, 1990 and took place at
Schloss Ringberg, West-Germany, a facility sponsored by the Max-PlanckSociety.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PALEONTOLOGY
Routledge First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

METHODS AND MODELS IN NEUROPHYSICS
LECTURE NOTES OF THE LES HOUCHES SUMMER SCHOOL 2003
Elsevier 1. E. Marder, Experimenting with theory -- 2. A. Borysuk and J.
Rinzel, Understanding neuronal dynamics by geometrical dissection of
minimal models -- 3. D. Terman, Geometry singular perturbation analysis of
neuronal dynamics -- 4. G. Mato, Theory of neural synchrony -- 5. M.
Shelley, Some useful numerical techniques for simulating integrate-andﬁre networks -- 6. D. Golomb, Propagation of pulses in cortical networks:
the single-spike approximation -- 7. M. Tsodyks, Activity-dependent
transmission in neocortical synapses -- 8. H. Sompolinsky and J. White,
Theory of large recurrent networks: from spikes to behavior -- 9. C. van
Vreeswijk, Irregular activity in large networks of neurons -- 10. N. Brunel,
Network models of memory -- 11. P. Bressloﬀ, Pattern formation in visual
cortex -- 12. F. Wolf, Symmetry breaking and pattern selection in visual
cortical development -- 13. A. Treves and Y. Roudi, On the evolution of the
brain -- 14. E. Brown, Theory of point processes for neural syst ...

THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF VERTEBRATES
Springer This comprehensive reference is clearly destined to become the
deﬁnitive anatomical basis for all molecular neuroscience research. The
three volumes provide a complete overview and comparison of the
structural organisation of all vertebrate groups, ranging from amphioxus
and lamprey through ﬁshes, amphibians and birds to mammals. This thus
allows a systematic treatment of the concepts and methodology found in
modern comparative neuroscience. Neuroscientists, comparative
morphologists and anatomists will all beneﬁt from: * 1,200 detailed and
standardised neuroanatomical drawings * the illustrations were
painstakingly hand-drawn by a team of graphic designers, specially
commissioned by the authors, over a period of 25 years * functional
correlations of vertebrate brains * concepts and methodology of modern
comparative neuroscience * ﬁve full-colour posters giving an overview of
the central nervous system of the vertebrates, ideal for mounting and
display This monumental work is, and will remain, unique; the only source
of such brilliant illustrations at both the macroscopic and microscopic
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levels.

NEURAL NETWORK MODELS OF COGNITION
BIOBEHAVIORAL FOUNDATIONS
Elsevier This internationally authored volume presents major ﬁndings,
concepts, and methods of behavioral neuroscience coordinated with their
simulation via neural networks. A central theme is that biobehaviorally
constrained simulations provide a rigorous means to explore the
implications of relatively simple processes for the understanding of
cognition (complex behavior). Neural networks are held to serve the same
function for behavioral neuroscience as population genetics for
evolutionary science. The volume is divided into six sections, each of which
includes both experimental and simulation research: (1) neurodevelopment
and genetic algorithms, (2) synaptic plasticity (LTP), (3)
sensory/hippocampal systems, (4) motor systems, (5) plasticity in large
neural systems (reinforcement learning), and (6) neural imaging and
language. The volume also includes an integrated reference section and a
comprehensive index.

COMPUTATIONAL NEUROSCIENCE: TRENDS IN RESEARCH 2000
Elsevier This volume includes papers originally presented at the 8th annual
Computational Neuroscience meeting (CNS'99) held in July of 1999 in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The CNS meetings bring together computational
neuroscientists representing many diﬀerent ﬁelds and backgrounds as well
as experimental preparations and theoretical approaches. The papers
published here range across vast levels of scale from cellular mechanisms
to cognitive brain studies. The subjects of the research include many
diﬀerent preparations from invertebrates to humans. In all cases the work
described in this volume is focused on understanding how nervous systems
compute. The research described includes subjects like neural coding and
neuronal dendrites and reﬂects a trend towards forging links between
cognitive research and neurobiology. Accordingly, this volume reﬂects the
breadth and depth of current research in computational neuroscience
taking place throughout the world.

COMPUTATIONAL NEUROSCIENCE: CORTICAL DYNAMICS
8TH INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL ON NEURAL NETS, ERICE,
ITALY, OCTOBER 31 - NOVEMBER 6, 2003 REVISED LECTURES
Springer This book presents thoroughly revised tutorial papers based on
lectures given by leading researchers at the 8th International Summer
School on Neural Networks in Erice, Italy, in October/November 2003. The
eight tutorial papers presented provide competent coverage of the ﬁeld of
cortical dynamics, consolidating recent theoretical and experimental
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results on the processing, transmission, and imprinting of information in
the brain as well as on important functions of the cortical area, such as
cortical rhythms, cortical neural plasticity, and their structural basis and
functional signiﬁcance. The book is divided in two topical sections on
fundamentals of cortical dynamics and mathematical models of cortical
dynamics.

THE BIOLOGY OF LUNGFISHES
CRC Press The Biology of Lungﬁshes presents an up-to-date collection of
reviews on some of the most important aspects of the life of lungﬁshes.
The book draws on contributions from well-known experts with a long
record of scientiﬁc work within their respective ﬁelds. The general natural
history of the three genera of lungﬁshes, the fascinating fossil story, and
modern ideas of lungﬁsh phylogeny form the main part of the text. The
book also covers the morphology and physiology of various organs.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND PATHOLOGY OF REPTILES
COLOR ATLAS AND TEXT, DISEASES AND PATHOLOGY OF REPTILES
VOLUME 1
CRC Press Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, Second Edition
provides deﬁnitive information on every aspect of the anatomy,
pathophysiology, and diﬀerential diagnosis of infectious diseases aﬀecting
reptiles. It features stunning high-quality color photos of normal anatomy
and histology, as well as gross, light, and electron microscopic images of
infectious diseases of reptiles. Editor Elliott Jacobson draws on his own
photography collection, and his wealth of experience spanning over 40
years in the research of infectious diseases and veterinary care of reptiles.
Already a comprehensive reference, a new volume covering noninfectious
diseases of reptiles has now been added to create a two-volume set,
Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles. Beginning with a thorough review of
the biology, anatomy, and histology of reptiles, Volume 1 covers all major
systems and provides the most complete single source for color images of
reptile histology, hematology, and cytology. Volume 1 addresses the
mechanism of reptile immunology and the response to pathogens, and
explains how immunological response is key to diﬀerential diagnosis. It
provides an overview of electron microscopy, complete with electron
micrographs of reptile pathogens, and introduces the necessity of
molecular methods for diagnosis. Finally, this volume devotes several
chapters to the viral, bacterial, fungal, and parasitic diseases known to
reptiles, and methods for isolating these pathogens. With up-to-the-minute
data, an array of sharp and high-quality images, and a panel of expert
contributors, this new edition of Infectious Diseases and Pathology of
Reptiles is the deﬁnitive resource for veterinary pathologists, zoo or
wildlife veterinarians, and the increasing number of private practice
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veterinarians seeing reptiles kept as exotic pets. It is also ideal reading for
veterinary students specializing in exotics, candidates for ACZM
accreditation, and private breeders and hobbyists.

PHYLOGENY AND DEVELOPMENT OF CATECHOLAMINE SYSTEMS IN
THE CNS OF VERTEBRATES
Cambridge University Press In this book, the structure, function, and
development of brain systems using the catecholamines are
comprehensively described for members of all living vertebrate classes.
The ﬁrst part of the book deals with comparative morphology and consists
of an introductory chapter on methodology and limitations of
catecholamine research followed by surveys of the anatomy and function
of catecholamine systems for each vertebrate class. These chapters
provide information on the distribution of catecholamines and their
synthetic enzymes and on their relationships with speciﬁc functional
systems and other neurotransmitter systems. In the second part of the
book, special attention is paid to the ﬁrst appearance of enzyme- and
catecholamine-immunoreactivity in speciﬁc brain regions, to the
maturation of catecholaminergic cells and ﬁbers, and to relationships with
other developmental events. In the ﬁnal chapter, the morphological and
developmental information is synthesized and major evolution implications
and basic principles of organization and function are pointed out. The
contributors provide an excellent overview of the current knowledge on
organization and evolution of the catecholoaminergic systems of the brain
and emphasize that brain catecholamine systems are very ancient and
appear to be one of the backbones of the brain.

THE AMYGDALA
A DISCRETE MULTITASKING MANAGER
BoD – Books on Demand Among the components of the limbic system, the
amygdala is a fascinating structure that is involved in the processes of
liking and disliking and in the ways our emotions drive our actions and
aﬀect the strength of our memories. Combined with new conceptual
breakthroughs, the very latest data obtained by leading world experts in
amygdala function that are reviewed in this book have helped to
understand how the amygdala contribute to these processes and also to a
variety of neurological and neuropsychiatric pathologies. Of course, due to
the rate of research advancement, all the chapters presented here
correspond to precise questions addressed by experts using highly speciﬁc
techniques. Therefore, each chapter should be viewed as pieces of a puzzle
that represent all the diﬀerent research areas that have to be taken into
consideration in discussing the role of the amygdala in emotion and
memory. Although the primary goal of this book is to inform experts and
newcomers of some of the latest data in the ﬁeld of brain structures
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involved in mechanisms underlying emotional learning and memory, we
hope it will also help to stimulate discussion on the functional role of the
amygdala and connected brain structures in these mechanisms.

THE PARALLEL BRAIN
THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM
MIT Press An overview of the central role in cognitive neuroscience of the
corpus callosum, thebands of tissue connecting the brain's two
hemispheres.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1993 CONNECTIONIST MODELS SUMMER
SCHOOL
Psychology Press The result of the 1993 Connectionist Models Summer
School, the papers in this volume exemplify the tremendous breadth and
depth of research underway in the ﬁeld of neural networks. Although the
slant of the summer school has always leaned toward cognitive science and
artiﬁcial intelligence, the diverse scientiﬁc backgrounds and research
interests of accepted students and invited faculty reﬂect the broad
spectrum of areas contributing to neural networks, including artiﬁcial
intelligence, cognitive science, computer science, engineering,
mathematics, neuroscience, and physics. Providing an accurate picture of
the state of the art in this fast-moving ﬁeld, the proceedings of this
intense two-week program of lectures, workshops, and informal
discussions contains timely and high-quality work by the best and the
brightest in the neural networks ﬁeld.

BIOLOGY, CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF
STURGEONS
Springer Science & Business Media Sturgeons are considered “living fossils”,
sharing many morphological and biological features with ancestral ﬁsh.
Furthermore, sturgeons are of the utmost interest from an economic
perspective, not only for the caviar but for the ﬂesh. However, the wild
populations of the majority of the species are at serious risk of extinction
all over the world. So, it is urgent to develop strategies for both farming
culture and conservation and recovery in natural habitats. This book
provides a comprehensive view of the biology and sustainable
development of sturgeons putting emphasis on the Southern Europe
autochthonous species such as Acipenser nacarii and Acipenser sturio that
share geographical distribution. Other relevant species (such as Huso
huso, A. oxyrhinchus, A. ruthenus, A. stellatus) and areas (Germany,
Russia, North America) are also considered. The contents are organised in
three sections: Taxonomy and Biogeography (including the morphological
and genetic analyses that clarify the taxonomy and phylogeny of
sturgeons, focused on those from Southern Europe), Biology and
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Aquaculture (where several aspects of the developmental biology, feeding,
and reproduction are considered in relation to the improvement of
sturgeon farming), and Recovery and Conservation (that collates and
analyses diﬀerent recovery research actions, the ecology of the rivers for
restoration as well as the problems related to the trade of caviar).

THE LABORATORY FISH
Elsevier Provides interested readers with a current understanding of the
biology of ﬁshes as it relates to their utility in the laboratory.

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, DEVELOPMENTAL
NEUROSCIENCE
John Wiley & Sons This volume applies multiple levels of analysis to
neurobiological developmental organization, and functioning in normality
and psychopathology. It also covers topics central to a developmental
perspective on neuroscience.

DISEASES AND PATHOLOGY OF REPTILES
COLOR ATLAS AND TEXT, TWO VOLUME SET
CRC Press This two-volume set represents a second edition of the original
Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles alongside a new book that
covers noninfectious diseases of reptiles. Together, these meet the need
for an entirely comprehensive, authoritative single-source reference. The
volumes feature color photos of normal anatomy and histology, as well as
gross, light, and electron microscopic images of infectious and
noninfectious diseases of reptiles. The most detailed and highly illustrated
reference on the market, this two-volume set includes deﬁnitive
information on every aspect of the anatomy, pathophysiology, and
diﬀerential diagnosis of infectious and noninfectious diseases aﬀecting
reptiles.

ADULT NEUROGENESIS: BEYOND RATS AND MICE
Frontiers Media SA Researchers working on adult neurogenesis have focused
largely on inbred laboratory rodents. While this provides a strong
advantage of restricting genetic variation in the group, it also narrows our
perspective on adult neurogenesis as a biological phenomenon. Many
unsolved issues and open questions cannot be resolved without the
contribution of comparative studies spanning through widely diﬀerent
species: how did adult neurogenesis evolve, what is the link between adult
neurogenesis and brain complexity, how do adult neurogenesis and animal
behavior inﬂuence each other, how does adult neurogenesis contribute to
brain plasticity, cognition and, possibly, repair, and how do experimental
conditions aﬀect adult neurogenesis. The main message from the
comparative approach to adult neurogenesis is that the relative exclusive
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focus on laboratory rodents can result in a bias on how we think about this
biological process.

PHYSIOLOGY OF ELASMOBRANCH FISHES: STRUCTURE AND
INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT
Academic Press Fish Physiology: Physiology of Elasmobranch Fishes, Volume
34A is a useful reference for ﬁsh physiologists, biologists, ecologists, and
conservation biologists. Following an increase in research on
elasmobranchs due to the plight of sharks in today’s oceans, this volume
compares elasmobranchs to other groups of ﬁsh, highlights areas of
interest for future research, and oﬀers perspective on future problems.
Covering measurements and lab-and-ﬁeld based studies of large pelagic
sharks, this volume is a natural addition to the renowned Fish Physiology
series. Provides needed comprehensive content on the physiology of
elasmobranchs Oﬀers a systems approach between structure and
interaction with the environment and internal physiology Contains
contributions by leading experts in their respective ﬁelds, under the
guidance of internationally recognized and highly respected editors
Highlights areas of interest for future research, including perspective on
future problems

PERSPECTIVES IN ETHOLOGY
VOLUME 11: BEHAVIORAL DESIGN
Springer Science & Business Media 'A book rich and various in ideas and
substance...It belongs on the shelf of anyone wanting to keep up with what
is happening in ethology.'-Bioscience, from a review of an earlier volume
Beginning with Volume 11, Nicholas S. Thompson takes over the editorship
of this remarkable series. For this volume, contributors bring fresh
perspectives to the subject of natural design.

NEURON—GLIA INTERRELATIONS DURING PHYLOGENY
II. PLASTICITY AND REGENERATION
Springer Science & Business Media

BIOINSPIRED APPROACHES FOR HUMAN-CENTRIC TECHNOLOGIES
Springer The present book discusses topics related to research and
development of materials and devices at nanoscale size and their
respective application in medicine and biomedicine. The individual
chapters give a detailed state of the art overview to the distinct topic.
Apparently disconnected ﬁelds - life sciences, biomedicine, chemistry,
physics, medicine and engineering - will be bridged with a highly
interdisciplinary view onto each subject.
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THE DESIGN OF ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
MIT Press Based on the approach laid out in the 1950s by Nobel laureate
Nikolaas Tinbergen, this book looks at animal communication from the four
perspectives of mechanisms, ontogeny, function, and phylogeny.

THE NEW EVOLUTIONARY SOCIOLOGY
RECENT AND REVITALIZED THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES
Routledge For decades, evolutionary analysis was overlooked or altogether
ignored by sociologists. Fears and biases persisted nearly a century after
Auguste Comte gave the discipline its name, as did concerns that its eﬀect
would only reduce sociology to another discipline – whether biology,
psychology, or economics. Worse, apprehension that the application of
evolutionary theory would encourage heightened perceptions of racism,
sexism, ethnocentrism and reductionism pervaded. Turner and Machalek
argue instead for a new embrace of biology and evolutionary analysis.
Sociology, from its very beginnings in the early 19th century, has always
been concerned with the study of evolution, particularly the transformation
of societies from simple to ever-more complex forms. By comprehensively
reviewing the original ways that sociologists applied evolutionary theory
and examining the recent renewal and expansion of these early
approaches, the authors confront the challenges posed by biology,
neuroscience, and psychology to distinct evolutionary approaches within
sociology. They emerge with key theoretical and methodological
discoveries that demonstrate the critical – and compelling – case for a
dramatically enriched sociology that incorporates all forms of comparative
evolutionary analysis to its canon and study of sociocultural phenomena.

COGNITIVE BIOLOGY
EVOLUTIONARY AND DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVES ON MIND,
BRAIN, AND BEHAVIOR
MIT Press An overview of current research at the intersection of psychology
and biology, integrating evolutionary and developmental data and
explanations. In the past few decades, sources of inspiration in the
multidisciplinary ﬁeld of cognitive science have widened. In addition to
ongoing vital work in cognitive and aﬀective neuroscience, important new
work is being conducted at the intersection of psychology and the
biological sciences in general. This volume oﬀers an overview of the crossdisciplinary integration of evolutionary and developmental approaches to
cognition in light of these exciting new contributions from the life sciences.
This research has explored many cognitive abilities in a wide range of
organisms and developmental stages, and results have revealed the nature
and origin of many instances of the cognitive life of organisms. Each
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section of Cognitive Biology deals with a key domain of cognition: spatial
cognition; the relationships among attention, perception, and learning;
representations of numbers and economic values; and social cognition.
Contributors discuss each topic from the perspectives of psychology and
neuroscience, brain theory and modeling, evolutionary theory, ecology,
genetics, and developmental science. Contributors Chris M. Bird, Elizabeth
M. Brannon, Neil Burgess, Jessica F. Cantlon, Stanislas Dehaene, Christian
F. Doeller, Reuven Dukas, Rochel Gelman, Alexander Gerganov, Paul W.
Glimcher, Robert L. Goldstone, Edward M. Hubbard, Lucia F. Jacobs, Mark
H. Johnson, Annette Karmiloﬀ-Smith, David Landy, Lynn Nadel, Nora S.
Newcombe, Daniel Osorio, Mary A. Peterson, Manuela Piazza, Philippe
Pinel, Michael L. Platt, Kristin R. Ratliﬀ, Michael E. Roberts, Wendy S.
Shallcross, Stephen V. Shepherd, Sylvain Sirois, Luca Tommasi, Alessandro
Treves, Alexandra Twyman, Giorgio Vallortigara
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